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Bhang Chocolate Company, Inc. Declares Mentor Capital
In Breach of Agreement

!

!
!

Bhang Chocolate No Longer Doing Any Business with Mentor
On June 24, 2014, Bhang Chocolate Company hereby informs the public of the following:
On June 16, 2014, legal counsel for Bhang Chocolate Company notified Mentor Inc. of the
following:

!

▪ Bhang was not in receipt of the amounts due under the Agreement and
demanded payment of the balance of $7,500,000 past due under the
Agreement.

!
!
!

▪ Mentor was not to use Bhang’s name in any more promotions to influence
investors or to entice additional companies.
On June 24, 2014, Bang responded to Mentor’s failure to pay by notifying Mentor of the
following:
• Declaring Mentor in default under the Agreement. !

!

!
!
!

• Chet Billingsley was not appointed to the Board of Directors of Bhang and
Scott Van Rixel never accepted any appointment to the Board of Directors
of Mentor.
• Bhang would not accept any shares of Mentor’s common stock in lieu of
the cash payment due to Bhang.
• Reminding Mentor that it was not to use Bhang’s name in any more
promotions to influence investors or to entice additional companies.

Bhang has retained legal counsel to terminate all remaining details of its relationship with
Mentor.

!

RELATED MATTERS
1. Mentor Terminating Loan with Symbian/Ravensburg
On June 13, 2014, Chester Billingsley released the following statement to local press:

!

“MNTR Board, Advisors & Team --- We have orchestrated a cooperative exit from the
Symbian / Ravensburg loan. Our next step will be to retrieve the $621,000 CDI fees that
have been several times mentioned as refundable. We will start that process on Monday.
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“This allows us to more freely proceed to raise funds without any competing obligations
or guarantees. We will also rescind the recent loan to me that extended my share
ownership by an extra 2 Million shares by exercising my warrants early, for the sole
purpose of meeting the increased escrow requirements of the larger but now cancelled
loan. It seemed fair to extend a loan to me only as long as the sole purpose was to lock
up 100% of my shares for three years in an escrow that puts MNTR on NASDAQ.
However, the intent was never for that to be a general loan for the personal benefit of CB,
so it will be rescinded and things set back as they were.”

!
!

2. Origin of Force Majeure Statement of Ravensburg
Prior to the above Press Release considering Ravensburg, Billingsley requested the following of
Ravensburg, on June 12, 2014:

!
!
!

“Symbian / Ravensburg -- I very much appreciate you taking the time especially to
send out the force majure press release. “

3. Mentor’s alleged Ownership Interest in Bhang Capital
Mentor has publicly stated that it owns an interest in Bhang Capital. Bhang disputes this
statement and contends that Mentor does not now, nor has it ever had, any ownership interest in
Bhang Capital and that Bhang Capital was a private investment made by individual Bhang
stockholders outside of Bhang Chocolate.

